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Application Note

The OSLUX® S product family for mobile applications 

(OSLUX® S 2.1)

Abstract

The OSLUX® S family LEDs were developed primarily for use as dual color light sources in
mobile applications such as camera flashes, strobe light and torch light. The OSLUX® S
family LEDs are designed as components, combining two LEDs (warm white and cold
white) in a package covered by an optical lens. 

The OSLUX® S series from OSRAM Opto Semiconductors provides a set of different
devices. Due to the differences in the design of the LEDs the requirements regarding
handling, processing, assembly and system set-up may differ.

This application note provides basic information on the construction of the OSLUX® S
family LEDs and describes the handling and processing of the OSLUX® S 2.1. In addition,
set-up suggestions are given. For a detailed description of the OSLUX® S 2.2 and 2.4
please refer to the respective application note (see “Further information”).

Valid for:
OSLUX S 2.1 (CW2 FKAP81.Z1)

Author: Retsch Stefanie / Tang Dancheng

Further information: 
For a detailed description of the OSLUX® S 2.2 and 2.4 please refer to the respective application
note: “OSLUX® S family for mobile applications (OSLUX® S 2.2 and OSLUX® 2.4)”
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A. Overview of the OSLUX® S family

Overview of the devices

The OSLUX® S product family provides LEDs designed for use in mobile
applications. Figure 1 gives an overview of the devices available as part of the
OSLUX® S series from OSRAM Opto Semiconductors.

Figure 1: Overview OSLUX® S family

OSLUX® S 2.1
(CW2 FKAP81.Z1)

OSLUX® S 2.2
(CW2 FKAQ81.Z1)

OSLUX® S 2.4
(CW2 FKAQ83.Z1)
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The OSLUX® S LEDs are equipped with two chips, one irradiating cold white
light and one warm white light. The chips can be controlled and driven
separately. The chips are mounted to a carrier and are covered with an attached
optic, consisting of a reflow solderable lens. The non-transparent frame blocks
lateral emission. 

Besides the previously mentioned similarities, the devices differ in their
construction. The main differences between them are listed in Table 1.

The basic material of the OSLUX® S 2.1 is a PCB substrate with contacts
finished with a gold layer. In contrast to this the OSLUX® S 2.2 and 2.4 are QFN
packages with silver-finished contacts. Instead of the silicone lens used for the
OSLUX® S 2.1, the OSLUX® S 2.2 and 2.4 feature an epoxy lens. The OSLUX®

S 2.2 and 2.4 only differ in the height of the lens.

Figure 2 shows the dimension and marking for the OSLUX® S 2.1 LED. For
further information on the OLSLUX® S 2.2 ans 2.4, refer to the corresponding
application note “The OSLUX® S product family for mobile applications
(OSLUX®2.2 and OSLUX®2.4)”.

Figure 2: Dimension drawing

Table 1: Main differences of the OSLUX® S family devices

OSLUX® S 2.1 OSLUX® S 2.2 OSLUX® S 2.4

Platform PCB QFN QFN

Lens material PPA/silicone epoxy epoxy

Height of lens 0.34 mm 0.34 mm 0.7 mm

Solder pad 
material and 
design

Au
1.05-1.5-1.05 mm

Ag
1-1.2-1 mm

Ag
1-1.2-1 mm

OSLUX® S 2.1
(CW2 FKAP81.Z1)
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General information

As with all LEDs from OSRAM Opto Semiconductors, the OSLUX® S family also
fulfills the applicable RoHS guidelines (EU and China) and contains no lead or
other known hazardous substances. 

The LEDs are protected against physical contact by means of the frame and
lens. However, this does not hermetically seal the components from the
environment. An exchange between the inside and the outside is therefore
possible. Be aware that no liquids (or other materials) should enter the interior of
the light source, or come into contact with electrical components.

The OSLUX® S 2.1 is produced with a silicone lens. This provides a high optical
transparency and good aging stability to radiation. However, special care at the
handling process is required as silicone does not exhibit high mechanical rigidity.

Electrical connection

The cold white and warm white chips inside the OSLUX® S LEDs can be
controlled separately. Figure 3 shows the solder pad and the internal electrical
circuit. For proper usage connect as follows:

• Between pad 1 and pad 2 for the cold white chip

• Between pad 3 and pad 2 for the warm white chip

Figure 3: Pad description and electrical internal circuit

Pad 1

Pad 2

Pad 3

CW: Cold White
WW: Warm White

General tolerance ± 0.1

Lead finish Au 

CW

1 2

WW

3
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If the LEDs are driven between pad 1 and pad 3, one chip is connected in the
reverse direction. The components are not designed for such an application: The
device may be damaged in an operating mode with higher voltage, for example
in a pulsed mode.

B. Handling

ESD stability

LEDs of the OSLUX® S family are equipped with diodes for ESD protection. They
provide ESD resistance up to 2 kV according to ANSI / ESDA / JEDEC JS-0001
(HBM, class 2) or 8 kV according to IED 61000-4-2, level 4 (contact discharge). 

Nevertheless, the common ESD safety precautions should be observed at all
times. For more information on ESD safety handling of LEDs, refer to the
application note “ESD Protection while handling LEDs”.

Pick and place

OSLUX® S products are generally not intended for manual handling. The LEDs
are delivered in tape and on reel (see Figure 4) for processing by automated
placement machines.

Figure 4: LED on tape

Special care must be taken if manual processing is required, for example for the
production of prototypes. It is not recommended to pick the LEDs with standard
tweezers. If there is no alternative to manual handling, apply anti-static, plastic /
rubberized tweezers at the exterior of the lens frame only. Especially metal
tweezers may damage the LED and impair its function; Vacuum tweezers with
individually exchangeable soft rubber suction tips are recommended (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Vacuum tweezers
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For assembly with automated placement machines, care should be taken that an
appropriate pick and place tool is used. To avoid any damage during the pick
and place process, the process parameters should be conform to the package
characteristics. The default settings of the machine may be a good starting point.
The placement force, for example, can be tested with 2.0 N at the beginning, but
should be less than 2.0 N if possible. 

To handle the OSLUX® S 2.1 at the silicone lens may result in damage.
Therefore, the pick and place tool should have a diameter of 6 mm to pick up the
LED at the surface area marked in Figure 6. Also, when placing the LED, forces
should be applied evenly over the entire area. As pick and place nozzle for
example the SIPLACE tool number 03091126 may be used (Figure 6).

Figure 6:  Recommended pick and place tool and recommended pick up area

In general, shear force to the components housing (frame and lens) should be
avoided, because the adhesive bond can break and subsequent detach the lens
can occur.

Storage

The OSLUX® S family products are generally supplied on tape with dry pack.
According to the OSRAM Opto Semiconductors standard, it should be factory-
sealed when stored. The hermetic pack should only be opened for immediate
mounting and processing, after which the rest of the LEDs should be
repackaged.

Mounted LEDs should not be stacked on top of each other, because any force
applied to the mounted components may lead to damage. A proper storage
system should be used (see Figure 7). In addition, assemblies should also not be
touched directly at the LED. Generally, all LED assemblies should be allowed to
return to room temperature after soldering and before subsequent handling or
the next processing step.

Approved pick-up area

Do not handle at 
the lens!

Ø 4.8

Ø 6

SIPLACE nozzle 03091126

Ø 2.5

5.3
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Figure 7: Correct storage

C. Processing

Since the LEDs of the OSLUX® S family are compatible with existing industrial
SMT processing methods, current populating techniques can be used for the
mounting process. The individual soldering conditions for each LED type
according to JEDEC can be found in the respective data sheet.

A standard reflow soldering process using a nitrogen (N2) convection reflow oven
(O2 < 500 ppm) and a typical lead-free SnAgCu metal alloy solder paste are
recommended for soldering. Figure 8 shows the recommended temperature
profile for lead-free soldering with the recommended peak temperature of
245 °C.

Figure 8: Recommended reflow soldering profile of lead-free soldering

In this context, it is recommended to check the profile on all new PCB materials
and designs. As a good starting point, the temperature profile provided by the
solder paste manufacturer can be used. However, the maximum temperature
profile specified in the data sheet should not be exceeded.
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Assemblies should be allowed to return to room temperature after soldering,
before subsequent handling or the next processing step. In general, it is
recommended that all twisting, warping, bending and other forms of stress to the
circuit board should be avoided after the soldering process to prevent breakage
of the LED housing or solder joints. Separation of the circuit boards should not
be performed by hand: it should only be carried out with appropriate tooling.

Please note that the OSLUX® S family features no manual solderability, rework
or repair capability.

PCB type

PCBs are not only a mechanical substrate and electrical contacting element for
the components, state-of-the-art circuit boards should also ensure stable
temperature characteristics of the circuitry. Efficient heat dissipation is therefore
required. Consequently, the selection of appropriate materials and designs for
the circuit board is important.

Materials or composites with an insufficient thermal capacity and/or conductivity
can lead to a loss of reliability and/or result in limited operating parameters, since
the heat generated may not be sufficiently dissipated. With an increasing duty
cycle of the application, proper thermal design and management is paramount.
The relevant parameter for judging the suitability of the thermal design is the
junction temperature TJ of the LED. The maximum allowed junction temperature
TJ_max can always be found in the data sheet and should not be exceeded during
operation. For further information refer to the application notes “XXX”

D. Cleaning

From today's perspective, direct mechanical or chemical cleaning of the
OSLUX® S products should be avoided.

A wet cleaning process is also not applicable to the OSLUX® S family, as the LED
is not hermetically sealed. Due to the open design, any cleaning liquids may
penetrate the LED and result in the degradation or failure of the component.

Dusty LEDs can be cleaned by using clean compressed air (e.g. spray can). All
cleaning agents and methods should be tested for suitability.

As is standard for the electronic industry, OSRAM Opto Semiconductors
recommends low-residue or no-clean solder paste, so that PCB cleaning after
soldering is not required. 

E. Suggestions for system set-up

Related to the set-up and the construction of the LED, it is recommended to
place and drive the OSLUX® S 2.1 behind a clear shield such as a cell phone
glass cover or an embedded glass window. A phone design without protection
is not recommended for OSLUX® S 2.1. 

The opening size of the cover should be more than 4 mm, but as small as
possible to prevent light leakage to the side (see Figure 9). Please also be aware
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that the opening of the cover depends on the distance between the lens and the
cover. The distance “Z” must be properly matched to the radiation pattern in
order to prevent light loss due to obscuration (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Sketch for possible set-up of the OSLUX® S 2.1 in a mobile phone

F. Summary

The LEDs of the OSLUX® S family are designed as a dual color light source with
a small footprint, low profile and homogeneous radiation pattern.

In general, the LEDs are compatible with standard industrial SMT processing
methods, so that existing populating techniques can be used for the mounting
process. In this context, it is recommended that all twisting, warping, bending,
and any other stress to the circuit board or LED should be avoided after soldering
in order to prevent an impairment of the LED.

As a matter of principle, to obviate the risk of debonding, forces on or towards
the LED housing (frame and lens) should be avoided.

Please note that the OSLUX® S products feature no manual solderability, rework
or repair capability.

This open package design enables an exchange between the inside and the
outside is possible. For this reason no liquids (or other materials) should be
allowed to enter the interior of the light source.

The OSLUX® S LEDs are not suitable for any kind of direct mechanical, wet or
chemical cleaning.

As always, OSRAM Opto Semiconductors supports its customers during their
development and design process in finding the best solution for their specific
applications.

Set-up with glass cover:Top view of the cell phone cover

OSLUX® S 2.1

Inlay / Masking 

PCB

Cell phone cover

Light

Distance „Z“

Opening 
depends on distance „Z“

Cell phone glass cover

Opening size
> 4 mm

Cell phone cover
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Don't forget: LED Light for you is your place to
be whenever you are looking for information or
worldwide partners for your LED Lighting
project.

www.ledlightforyou.com

ABOUT OSRAM OPTO SEMICONDUCTORS

OSRAM, Munich, Germany is one of the two leading light manufacturers in the world. Its subsidiary, OSRAM
Opto Semiconductors GmbH in Regensburg (Germany), offers its customers solutions based on semiconduc-
tor technology for lighting, sensor and visualization applications. OSRAM Opto Semiconductors has produc-
tion sites in Regensburg (Germany), Penang (Malaysia) and Wuxi (China). Its headquarters for North America
is in Sunnyvale (USA), and for Asia in Hong Kong. OSRAM Opto Semiconductors also has sales offices th-
roughout the world. For more information go to www.osram-os.com.

DISCLAIMER

PLEASE CAREFULLY READ THE BELOW TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEFORE USING THE INFORMA-
TION SHOWN HEREIN. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH ANY OF THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, DO
NOT USE THE INFORMATION.

The information provided in this general information document was formulated using the utmost care; howe-
ver, it is provided by OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH on an “as is” basis. Thus, OSRAM Opto Semicon-
ductors GmbH does not expressly or implicitly assume any warranty or liability whatsoever in relation to this
information, including – but not limited to – warranties for correctness, completeness, marketability, fitness
for any specific purpose, title, or non-infringement of rights. In no event shall OSRAM Opto Semiconductors
GmbH be liable – regardless of the legal theory – for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, exemplary, con-
sequential, or punitive damages arising from the use of this information. This limitation shall apply even if
OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH has been advised of possible damages.  As some jurisdictions do not
allow the exclusion of certain warranties or limitations of liabilities, the above limitations and exclusions might
not apply. In such cases, the liability of OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH is limited to the greatest extent
permitted in law.

OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH may change the provided information at any time without giving notice
to users and is not obliged to provide any maintenance or support related to the provided information. The
provided information is based on special conditions, which means that the possibility of changes cannot be
precluded.

Any rights not expressly granted herein are reserved. Other than the right to use the information provided in
this document, no other rights are granted nor shall any obligations requiring the granting of further rights be
inferred. Any and all rights and licenses regarding patents and patent applications are expressly excluded. 

It is prohibited to reproduce, transfer, distribute, or store all or part of the content of this document in any form
without the prior written permission of OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH unless required to do so in ac-
cordance with applicable law. 

OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH

Head office:

Leibnizstr. 4
93055 Regensburg
Germany
www.osram-os.com 
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